have shown that this assumption holds for double closed shell nuclei if a simple shell model is used to describe the nuclear system. Foldy and Walecka [3] have given a more general proof by using the supermultiplet theory of Wigner [1] . The muon capture matrix elements were calculated in the particle-hole theory taking into account the ground state correlations by random phase approximation, by de Forest [4] and it was found that the symmetry holds good to within 13 %. Since spin-dependent forces are known to be very important in the nuclear interactions, one may doubt the validity of this symmetry, as Wigner's theory assumes a spin-independent nuclear force. Rho [5] has considered this and concludes that the spin-dependent forces do not play a significant role. Walker [6] and Barrett [7] arrived at the same conclusion. [8] which is valid for high energy neutrons. In the simple shell model approach [9] where Expanding eiPR.r in spherical waves and writing [10] We find that only one angular momentum state, namely 1 = L yields a non-vanishing contribution [ [17] . When the curve 2 in figure 2 of the above reference (which does not include spin-orbit term) is compared with curve 1 of figure 2 (which includes spin-orbit term), it is found that the asymmetry coefficient for higher neutron 
